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The average Earth’s magnetic field is solved with complex mathematical models based on mean 
square integral. Depending on the selection of the Earth magnetic model, the average Earth’s 
magnetic field can have different solutions. This paper presents a simple technique that takes 
advantage of the damping effects of the b-dot controller and is not dependent of the Earth magnetic 
model; but it is dependent on the magnetic torquers of the satellite which is not taken into 
consideration in the known mathematical models. Also the solution of this new technique can be 
implemented so easily that the flight software can be updated during flight, and the control system 
can have current gains for the magnetic torquers. Finally, this technique is verified and validated 
using flight data from a satellite that it has been in orbit for three years. 

Nomenclature 

������� Earth’s magnetic field in the Local Vertical Local Horizontal (LVLH) Frame, �	
����� Earth’s magnetic moment constant, �	
�� � ���� Radius of the satellite’s orbit � Mean motion of the satellite, �����
��� Inclination angle, ��
��	 Time, ��
��� Orbit period, ��
������ Function of ���� ��� Average function of �!" Earth magnetic field matrix, �	
������� Dipole moment, �# � �$�%���& Magnetic Torque, �% � ��' ��� positive semi-definite matrix (	 Sampling time, ��
����� Earth’s magnetic field in the body frame, �	
���)*+, -.�.-.b-dot controller gain / Principal moment of inertia for a single axis !012 -�- average magnetic field matrix, 3	
�� 4� � �$5 678 Damping control gain 9 Angular rate, ��
���
��9: Reference angular rate, ��
���
��
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; Damping coefficient < Number of orbits or the ratio between the time and the orbital period � Laplace transform variable = Function for the correlation data => Initial condition for the correlated data � Decaying coefficient for the correlated data /??@ /AA@ /BB Principal moments of inertia for roll, pitch, and yaw, respectively, �4� � �$�C Principal moments of inertia matrix, �4� � �$�D Identity matrix 

I. Introduction 

The average magnetic field is commonly used in control schemes [1] to simplify the control gain 
calculation because the Earth’s magnetic field is a periodic function. Lovera [2] showed that the average 
Earth’s magnetic field for the dipole model is defined as a closed-form solution. On the other hand, Psiaki 
[1] uses a very similar calculation to average the Earth’s magnetic field in his control scheme. Also, the 
average Earth’s magnetic field can be determined by numerical integration which shows a different 
solution in compare to the closed-form solution. 

The purpose of this paper is to present a different method to determine the average Earth’s magnetic field. 
This method is easily implemented by using the International Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF) and 
the b-dot controller. By combining these two models, it is shown that the average value of the Earth’s 
magnetic field is constant in any of the three axes of the satellite. Also, this method can be implemented 
with the flight data so that an update to the flight software can be transmitted to the satellite during flight. 
To validate this method, the Fast and Affordable Science and Technology Satellite (FASTSAT) flight 
data is used.

This paper begins by explaining the available Earth’s magnetic field models and the solution for the 
different calculation of the average Earth’s magnetic field. Then, it continues explaining the new method 
using the b-dot controller. In addition, the FASTSAT mission is explained and used to simulate the new 
method to determine the average magnetic field. Finally, a validation procedure is performed to check the 
solutions obtained with the new method. 

In conclusion, this paper will demonstrate the effectiveness to determine the average value of the Earth’s 
magnetic field with the b-dot controller. Also, it will demonstrate how the average value can be 
determined from the flight data so that the flight software can be updated in-orbit. 

II. Earth’s Magnetic Field Model 

There are different models to describe the Earth’s magnetic field. The Earth’s magnetic field can be 
described as a dipole model, a tilted-dipole model [3], and the International Geomagnetic Reference Field 
Model (IGRF) [4]. For a spacecraft in a circular orbit, the dipole model is commonly used to determine 
the control gains. For the dipole model, the Earth’s magnetic model [5] is described as,  
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������� E FGHI J KLM �	 MNO �� KLM �P.MNO �	 MNO �Q     (1) 

�� is the Earth’s magnetic moment equal to RSTU
VW.�	
�� � ���, � is the radius of the circular orbit 
measured from the center of the Earth, and � is the inclination of the orbit. � is the mean motion of the 
satellite described as, 

� E PX�
where � is the period of the orbit. Figure 1 shows the dipole model of the Earth’s magnetic field for one 
orbit period assuming a satellite at an altitude of 650 km and an inclination angle of RPY. In Figure 1, the = axis of the Earth’s magnetic field is always constant while the � and Z axis changes with respect to the 
satellite location.  

To simulate the controller, it is preferred to use an updated model of the Earth’s magnetic field such as the 
IGRF models. Figure 2 shows the output of the IGRF-10 model [4] [6] for the same satellite as in Figure 
1. There are noticeable differences between Figure 1 and Figure 2 such as the = axis is not constant in the 
IGRF-10 model, and the IGRF-10 does not behave as a sinusoidal function. When the IGRF-10 is 
propagated for more than one orbit, the IGRF models behave as a periodic function. 

Figure 1. Earth’s Magnetic Dipole 
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III. Average Magnetic Field in the Literature 

Many active control schemes [1] [7] [8] use the average and the periodic effect of the magnetic field to 
determine the gains and the stability of the controller. This section explains a few methods utilized in the 
literature to determine the average magnetic field.  

The average value of a function can be determined as, 

��[\ E V]^_ ` ����]_ .��     (2) 

Because the Earth’s magnetic field is periodic, the following property can be used, ��	 a �� E ��	�
where � is the period of the function. Using this property, the average value for the periodic function is, 

��[\ E Vb ` ��	�b> .�	     (3) 

As shown in Equation (1), the Earth’s Magnetic field is described in terms of sine and cosine functions 
which are periodic; if ��	� is represented by a sine and/or cosine function, the average function in 
equation (3) is equal to zero. 

��[\ E Vb ` ��KLM��	� @ MNO��	��b> .�	 E c   (3) 

On the other hand, the average value is obtained by the mean square error of the function which 
is described as, 

Figure 2. Earth’s Magnetic Dipole 
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��[\ E Vb ` d��KLM��	� @ MNO��	��d$b> .�	    (4) 

It is shown through the literature [9] that the root mean squared value of a sine or cosine function 
is 0.707 of the amplitude of the function. Even though the solution for the mean square error is 
known, the average magnetic field is determined from the magnetic torque equation written in 
state-based format as, 

C^V%���& E �C^V��� ef g ���� E !"����     
 (5) 

where,

!" E
hi
ii
ii
j c ��/?? � �$/??� ��/AA. c �V/AA�$/BB � �V/BB c kl

ll
ll
m
..........���� E J�V�$��Q

C is the principal moments of inertia of the satellite. The average magnetic field was determined 
in Reference [2]  and [10]  with equations (4) and (5) assuming that the Earth’s Magnetic field is 
described by the magnetic dipole model. Lovera [2] said that the closed-form solution of the average 
magnetic field for the Earth’s magnetic dipole is, 

Vb ` !"!"bb> .�	 E nFGHIo$
hi
ii
ij
pqrs tu$ rvws txyys c c

c zs{rvws t|x}}s c
c c pqrs tu~s rvws tx��s kl

ll
lm
   (6) 

For Lovera [2], the average magnetic field is not dependent on the satellite orbit position but is dependent 
on the inclination angle. In the controller, the orbit position has a big role in the controller because the 
magnetic torquers could provide an additional torque in another axis (see equation (5)). Also, it can be 
observed that the average value is a maximum when the satellite is in a polar orbit. 

On the other hand, Psiaki [1] estimates the average magnetic field from the linear quadratic regulator 
(LQR) control law. In the LQR, the Riccati equation contains a !"!"b multiplication which makes the 
Riccati matrix periodic. Even though the average for Lovera [2] and Psiaki [1] are very similar, the 
Riccati equation shows a multiplication by a constant matrix within !"!"b. Psiaki [1] represents the 
average magnetic field as, 

Vb ` !"'^�!"bb> .�	      (7) 
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' is a positive semi-definite �.�.� matrix describing the weight of the control input and is commonly 
written as a principal diagonal matrix.  

However, the integration can be performed numerically in which the total integral is the accumulative 
sum over one period. If this integration is performed, equation (7) can be approximated to, 

Vb ` !"'^�!"bb> .�	 E ��b �!"'^�!"b    (8) 

where �	 is the sampling time of the integration procedure. The numerical integration procedure in 
equation (8) will produce a different result as shown in equation (4). The integration of equation (4) as a 
continuous function disregards the effects of the orbit position because it is a periodic function. In 
equation (8), the average value is accumulated through the entire period in which the off-diagonal terms 
of the average magnetic field are not zero. Although equation (4) provides a closed-form solution for the 
dipole model, equation (8) can be used for the tilted dipole model and the IGRF models to determine the 
average value. 

IV. B-Dot Average Magnetic Field 

Taking the time derivative of the magnetometer measurement in the body frame, the magnetic field rate is 
related to the attitude rate of the satellite [3]. If the time derivative of the magnetic field is multiplied by a 
constant gain, the dipole moment of the magnetic controller can be determined as, 

���� E �)*+,����        (9) 

where, 

)*+, E �4���@? c cc 4���@A cc c 4���@B�

Equation (9) is known as the b-dot controller, and )*+, is the gain matrix. The controller is continuously 
used through the entire orbit to damp the attitude rates to two revolutions per orbit, and this controller 
does not provide means to control the attitude motion because it only depends on the rates of the satellite. 
Figure (3a) shows a block diagram for the b-dot controller.  

The purpose of the b-dot controller is to calculate a dipole moment to reduce the attitude rates in a 
varying magnetic field. Instead, an average value of the Earth Magnetic field times a constant gain can 
also be used to reduce the rates of the satellite. Figure (3b) shows a simplified block diagram of the b-dot 
controller in the average Earth’s magnetic field. The b-dot controller is better described in terms of the 
number of orbits because of the time that the controller takes to damp the rates. Knowing that < E 	 �5
and using the scaling theorem of the Laplace transform [11], the transfer function is written as, 

���b�����b� E ������ xb5�u������ xb5 E � b5�u� b5      (10) 
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where 9 is the angular velocity of the spacecraft, 9: is the reference angular velocity,  78 is the 
derivative gain of the controller, �_[� is the average value of the magnetic field, and / is the principal  
moment of inertia about a single reference axis in the satellite. < describes the number of  orbits that the 
satellite takes to decay the attitude rates. The derivative gain of the b-dot controller has to be divided by 

the term 
�� ��5  because the b-dot controller will not damp the rates for values lower than 

�� ��5 .  The 
derivative gain of the b-dot controller can be written as, 

)*+, E HIFG 78D      (11) 

where )*+, is the gain applied to the b-dot controller, and D is a -�- identity matrix. For now, it will be 
assumed that )*+, is the same along the principal diagonal. 

Solving the Laplace equation (10), the angular rate in the time domain is, 

9�<� E �b 
^��9:     (12) 

and ; E 78�_[� /5  which is the damping constant [12]; 9: is the constant for the unit step function. The 

proof of this equation is shown in Appendix A. The damping value can be obtained by analyzing the b-
dot controller output for high attitude rates. A regression analysis [13] is performed to the body attitude 
rate data to correlate the points to a decaying exponential function. In order to do this, the b-dot controller 
will require high gains to damp the attitude rates in several orbits. 

For an exponential regression line [13], the equation describing the estimated line can be written as, 

=�<� E =>
^_�      (13) 

where => is the initial constant, and  is the exponential decaying coefficient. The damping coefficient 
should be described in terms of orbits because the damping coefficient affects the angular rates of the 

)*+, B(t)
�/� 9���� %

(a)

78 �_[� �/� 9���9:��� � %
(b)

Figure 3. Block diagrams for b-dot controller for (a) varying magnetic field and (b) 
average magnetic field 

�
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satellite in the long term. When the linear regression is determined, the exponential decaying coefficient 
is calculated. Knowing this, equation (12) and equation (13) are compared to relate the coefficients as 
follows,

=> E ;9:� ..... E ; E 78�_[� /5
Since  and => is known, the following ratios are obtained, 

�_[� /5 E _��.      (14a) 

9: E =>� ;5       (14b) 

The important ratio is the one shown in equation (14a) because it describes the average magnetic field and  
is always used in different control schemes [1] [10] [14] [15]. Although �_[� is shown to be different in 
any of the three axes of the satellite for the methods shown in the literature, this paper will demonstrate 

that the ratio �_[� /5  is constant in the three reference axis of the satellite using this new method. In 

addition, the constant �_[� /5 . can be updated in the controller so that the flight software can be updated 

with a new set of gains.  

V. Study Case 

The Fast and Affordable Science and Technology Satellite (FASTSAT) [16] was launched in 2010 into a 
650 km orbit at an inclination angle of RPY. The spacecraft carried several science instruments developed 
by Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC), U.S. Naval Academy, and Marshall Space Flight Center 
(MSFC) [16]. FASTSAT had a mass of 150 kg, and the principal moments of inertia were approximated 
to,

Figure 4. Fast Affordable Science and Technology Satellite (FASTSAT) 
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�/??/AA/BB � E J�UST��ST��SRQ �4� ��$�
Figure 4 illustrates a computational aid designed (CAD) drawing after integration. This satellite had three 
magnetic torque rods oriented orthogonally and placed at one corner of the satellite. Each torquer rod was 
capable of producing up to U.�# ��$� of dipole moment. Within the satellite’s attitude determination 
hardware, it had a 3 axis magnetometer used to measure the magnetic field in the body frame. These mass 
properties and attitude control hardware will be used to study the average Earth magnetic field.  

VI. Literature Average Magnetic Field 

This section determines the average magnetic field for the different cases found in the literature using the 
Earth magnetic dipole model and the IGRF. The FASTSAT orbit is used to determine the average value 
of the Earth magnetic field for the different cases. The following results show the mean-squared error of 
the Earth’s magnetic field found in the literature: 

1. Lovera [2] Earth Magnetic Closed-Form Solution (Dipole Model) 

!012!012b E ��� !"!"bb
> .�	 E J�S�RP��c^V$ c cc �S�����c^V$ cc c PSP����c^V$Q.3

	
���4� ��$6$

!012 E JPS��U��c^� c cc PS��T��c^�. cc c �S�����c^�Q.3
	
���4� � �$6

2. Integral Model (Dipole Model and ' E D)
!012!012b E ��� !"!"bb

> .�	 E J�S�����c^V$ -STUU��c^$� �SU�U��c^$�-STUU��c^$� �SU����c^V$ �TSU-���c^$��SU�U��c^$� �TSU-���c^$� PS��R��c^V$ Q.3
	
���4� � �$6$

!012 E J PS�c���c^� TS�Rc��c^$V �S-U-��c^$$TS�Rc��c^$V -SUP����c^�. -S��R��c^��S-U-��c^$$ -S��R��c^� �S�--��c^� Q.3
	
���4� � �$6

3. Integral Model(IGRF-10 Model and ' E D)
!012!012b E ��� !"!"bb

> .�	
E J �SU����c^V> -Sc��c^VV �-ScP���c^VV-Sc��c^VV �Sc����c^V> �PS�UP��c^VV�-ScP���c^VV �PS�UP��c^VV �S�c���c^V> Q..3

	
���4� � �$6$

!012 E J �SP����c^W �SP����c^W ��S�P���c^��SP����c^� �S����c^W. ��SU����c^���S�P���c^� ��SU����c^� �S--R��c^W Q.3
	
���4� � �$6
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D is the identity matrix. The dipole model always provides a principal diagonal matrix because of the 
assumptions made in the model. On the other hand, the integral model provides a fully populated matrix 
in which the off-diagonal are the same as the principal diagonal of the dipole model if approximated. 
Using the IGRF model, the matrix is also fully populated, but the principal diagonal of the integral model 
with the IGRF-10 is relatively larger than the principal diagonal in the integral model with the dipole 
model. In summary, the closed-form solution provides an upper bound to the solution of the average 
Earth’s magnetic field, but the average magnetic field with the IGRF model should be used because the 
off-diagonal terms  creates a coupling in the solution not observed in the dipole model. 

VII. B-dot Average Magnetic Field – Case Study 

The initial attitude for the satellite simulation can be arbitrary, but it is recommended to use high attitude 
rates to analyze the damping effects in the b-dot controller. For this case study, the attitude motion is 
setup so that the initial attitude angles are zero and the initial attitude rates are -.�
���
� in the pitch axis 
and �.�
���
� in the roll and yaw axes. In addition, 78 E Pcc@ccc for the three axes of the satellite. 
Figure 5 shows the simulated b-dot control solution for FASTSAT for this set of initial conditions. The 
top, middle, and bottom graphs are, respectively, the roll, pitch, and yaw attitude rates in the satellite’s 
body frame. As shown in Figure 5, the attitude rates are damped in 2.5 orbits. 

Figure 5. Angular velocity of a satellite using a b-dot controller 
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The average magnetic field, using the b-dot controller, can be obtained from any of the three curves 
shown in Figure 5. Using the pitch axis (middle graph) in Figure 5, the positive maximum point at the 
crest of every wave is selected. This value is plotted in Figure 6 to determine the exponential decaying 
function. The exponential function is determined by regression analysis. The ratio in equation (14a) 
describing the average magnetic field for Figure 5 are equal to, 

�_[� �5 E  785 E �S�TR��c^� .n ��� _�¡\^&so   (15) 

If the same analysis is performed for the other two axes, the results are the same as in equation (15). 
Hence, equation (15) provides the average of the magnetic field per moment of inertia of the satellite. The 
results in equation (15) show a very similar solution as in Section VI, but the �_[� is a value larger than 
the solutions shown in the literature (Lovera [2] and Psiaki [1]). The difference between this new method 
and the mean square of the magnetic field is that this new method takes into consideration the rate 
damping effects of the magnetic torquers. 

The following steps can be generalized to determine the average magnetic field: 

1. Select a value for 78 to determine )*+,.
2. Use a high initial attitude rate for the three axes of the satellite (U.�
���
� is a good 

approximation). 
3. Propagate the satellite orbit using the IGRF model and the b-dot controller. 

Figure 6. Regression analysis for the damping coefficient (simulation) 
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4. Extract the maximum or minimum points of the angle rate data to determine the damping 
coefficient using regression analysis. 

5. Use equation (14a) to determine the average Earth’s magnetic field per principal moment of 
inertia.

VIII. B-dot Average Magnetic Field Validation 

As mentioned before, FASTSAT was launched in 2010 into a circular orbit at 650 km altitude. The b-dot 
controller used the previous 78 gain as the )*+, gain for the b-dot controller. Figure 7 shows the tip-off 
rates from the flight data of the satellite after deployed from the rocket. In Figure 7, the maximum tip-off 
rates are approximately -.�
���
� about the pitch axis and �.�
���
� about the roll and yaw axes. In 
approximately 4 orbits, the attitude rates are damped with the b-dot controller.  

On the other hand, a simulation is performed to verify the performance of the derivative gain when   78D E )*+,. When this gain is used, Figure 8 shows the results for the simulation. When Figure 7 and 
Figure 8 are compared, the rates in Figure 8 are not damped until 10 orbits while the flight data says that 
the rates were damped in 4 orbits. This is a big contradiction between the simulation and the flight data 

because )*+, ¢ HIF£ D where HIF£ is the ratio between the orbit altitude and Earth’s dipole moment shown in 

equation (1). If )*+, is specified as in equation (11), Figure 5 shows the simulation for the body attitude 
rates, and Figure 5 does not show a direct comparison to the rate damping shown in Figure 7 for 
FASTSAT. Although the time to do the rate damping is closely related between the simulation (Figure 5) 

Figure 7. Tip-off rates using b-dot control (Flight Data) 
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and the flight data (Figure 7), the relation shown in equation (11) is validated to work in the simulation 

because )*+, ¤ HIF£ D .  
Finally, the average magnetic field per moment of inertia shown in equation (14) will be validated with 
the flight data. The three axes were analyzed to determine the average magnetic field. This paper will 
show the results for the roll axis because it shows a very nice damping coefficient near 0.5 orbits. Figure 
9 shows the maximum values at each crest of the roll motion, and the dashed line is the regression line for 
the decaying exponential function. The damping coefficient, , is equal to �S��P.  When ; is substituted 
into equation (14), the average magnetic field per moment of inertia equals to, 

�_[� �5 E RSc�c��c^� .n ��� _�¡\^&so   (16) 

Comparing equation (15) with equation (16), there is an error of PS�¥ in the solution. This means that the 
method shown here to develop the average magnetic field is validated against the flight data. In addition, 
the average magnetic field obtained through simulation provides a larger bound in comparison to the 
methods shown in the literature. The average magnetic field in equation (15) is determined using the pitch 
axis, but, in equation (16), the same analysis is performed with the flight data using the roll axis. The 
statement, that “the average magnetic field per moment of inertia is the same in three axes of the satellite 
is the same”, is also validated. 

Figure 8. Simulated tip-off rates using b-dot control when 78D E )*+,
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X. Conclusion

The average magnetic field of the Earth has been studied and developed with different methods and 
models. All the methods shown in the literature [1] [2] [8] used the mean square error of the magnetic 
field to determine the average magnetic field. All these mathematical models are dependent on the model 
of the Earth Magnetic Field which is very well known. However, the b-dot average magnetic field is a 
very simple method that uses a common rate controller. It does not require complex mathematical model 
to determine the average magnetic field, and it only uses five simple steps to calculate the average 
magnetic field per moment of inertia of the vehicle. 

Because this method uses the b-dot controller, the flight data can be downloaded in the first pass, and the 
rates can be analyzed to update the flight computer with a new average magnetic field. As shown in the 
paper, the simulated average magnetic field is close related to the value determine with the flight data 
(Equation (15) and Equation (16)). 

The main advantage of this method is that the average magnetic field per moment of inertia is the same in 
the three axes of the satellite. This presents an advantage in the solution of Euler’s equation. If Euler’s 
equation is used for a control scheme as its shown in the literature, 

D9���� a 9��� g D9��� E ���� g ����¦§�

Figure 9. Average magnetic field data point analysis (flight data) 
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the control solution for the gains is always related to the mean square error of the average magnetic field 
[1] [2]. Using this new method to determine the average magnetic field, the applied dipole moments can 
be related as the opposite of each other so that Euler’s equation can be written as, 

9���� a D^V9��� g D9��� E P�_[�� ����
This form of Euler’s equation can be used to determine the control gains or to develop a controller that 
does not require the use of the mean square error as shown in the literature [1] [2]. This form of Euler’s 
equation will be subject of future work. 

In conclusion, the process shown in this paper to determine the average magnetic field can be very easily 
implemented and demonstrated with a b-dot controller. Also, the FASTSAT’s flight data validates this 
new method which provides interesting results for the development of future attitude controllers based on 
the magnetic field. As shown in the solution, this method based on the b-dot controller reduces the 
mathematical complexity shown in the literature. 
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Appendix A. Proof of Equation (10) and Equation (12) 

The differential equation obtained from Figure (3a) is, 

9� �	� a ;9�	� E ;9:�	�    (A.1) 

The time is scaled down by using the following relation, 

< E 	 �5       (A.2) 

The Scaling theorem of the Laplace transform says that, 

¨©��	�ª E V_ « n�_o     (A.3) 

 is an arbitrary constant larger than zero. The following relations can be obtained from each term in 
equation (A.1) using equation (A.3), 

¨ ¬9� n�bo E �$�9����     (A.4a) 

¨ ¬;9 n�bo E �;9����     (A.4b) 

¨ ¬;9: n�bo E �;9:����    (A.4c) 

Using equations (A.4), the Laplace transform of equation (A.1) is, 

���b�����b� E � b5�u� b5       (A.5) 

Equation (A.5) is equation (10). Using the Scaling theorem once again, the following Laplace transform 
can be obtained, 

¨ ¬
^�®̄° n�bo E V�u�̄     (A.6) 

where ° n�bo is the unit step function. With equation (A.6), the inverse Laplace transform of equation 
(A.5) equals to, 

9 3	�6 E ;� 
^�b�9:
Using the relation in equation (A.2), equation (12) is obtained as shown in the following equation. 

9�<� E �b 
^��9:     (A.7) 


